9 out of 10 U.S. employers rely on employees with language skills other than English.**

Increases Competitive Edge
Bilingual students often earn 5 - 20% more per hour than their monolingual co-workers.***

Benefits of Language & Cultural Immersion

96% of Xperitas participants reported speaking with better fluency as a result of spending time with native speakers.*

94% of Xperitas participants’ parents or guardians saw an increase in their children’s confidence as a result of their participation in this immersion program.*

96% of Xperitas participants reported an increase in their ability to understand and act on issues of global significance as a direct result of participation in this program.*

9 out of 10 U.S. employers rely on employees with language skills other than English.**

5 to 20%

Every year, a percentage of our revenue is dedicated to our financial aid, scholarship, and classroom grant programs.

$1,000,000+

Over the past decade, we have awarded over a million dollars to expand opportunities.

50
Years of Experience

100+
Host Communities

100,000+
Travelers Sent Abroad

All households with incomes of $55,000 and less, 100% are eligible to receive financial aid!

50 years of experience

100+ host communities

100,000+ travelers sent abroad

Our Joy
is creating more immersion opportunities

Student Financial Aid, Grants & Scholarships

Xperitas
Nonprofit Immersion Travel

xperitas.org info@xperitas.org 1.800.892.0022

* Source: Xperitas post program surveys
*** 2019 report from salary.com
We believe that living with a family, speaking their language and participating in their customs is the best and most authentic way to experience another culture. It’s also what makes our programs different from any other travel experience. After 50 years of arranging family stays, we’re no longer surprised when our participants say that the family stay experience was the best part of their immersion trip abroad!